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Chris Doughty, PFC Director of Training- Asia Pacific 

 

Chris is currently a senior member of the PFC USA training cadre (Australian based) and holds PFC 

instructor certifications in the majority of PFC’s training disciplines. He has a strong background in law 

enforcement as a result of working with a major Australian Police Department for almost a decade. 

Throughout his law enforcement career, He specialised in rapid response to public order incidents and 

operational safety and tactical training. As an Operational Safety and Tactics trainer, Chris conducted 

training in firearms, tactics, use of force policy and self-defence. In the pursuit of better training, Chris has 

attended numerous Australian and International courses in Firearms and Tactics, Defensive Tactics and 

Close Personnel Protection including many at instructor level. He holds Australian nationally recognised 

certifications in Training and Assessment, Public Safety, Security and Risk management, Close 

Personnel Protection, Security Operations and Firearms and Defensive Tactics training. 

 

He serves as the Director of Training for PFC Asia Pacific where he is responsible for the development 

and provision of training in the form of: 

-Weapons and tactics to Australian and US Law enforcement and military personnel 

-Aggressive behaviour management to medical staff 

-Travel and Security awareness training to members of the business community 

-Full spectrum of security related training to licensed operators from conflict management to ready 

response team tactics  

 

As part of this role Chris modifies and develops elements of the PFC protective security curriculum for 

instruction to indigenous Security personnel in both South East Asia and West Africa. 

 

In recent years Chris has been involved in extended periods of fulltime instructor development under PFC 

Chief instructor Brian Hartman. This has afforded opportunity to train with and provide training to many 

US military and Law enforcement personnel, from Military Special operators to Federal agents and State 

and county tactical teams. 


